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We Karachites have lost count, but once again the month of August brought for us three 

most agonizing days (and nights). The target killing of an MPA, whose name was 

splashed across the media, which resulted in curfew like lockdown of the entire 

megalopolis with mad mayhem. Gangsters took control and following days were like a 

mini civil war. The most painful was the gruesome murder of almost hundred ordinary 

citizens, mostly nameless unknown civilians; who will never be remembered, as if they 

never existed. Though, they too had families. The Parliamentarian is a martyr but the 

ordinary folks were just numbers, how unfortunate…..but have we seen any other kind 

of life in Karachi, a mini Pakistan, in decades? The answer is no. 

It is estimated that a single day’s losses for the megalopolis are in billions but aren’t the 

real losers the daily wage earners and the poor who are even deprived of food in these 

turbulent times. We also know that the real culprits will never get caught; ‘justice will be 

done’ ‘law and order will be maintained’ ‘peace will return’ are same old empty slogans 

frequently used by politicians and officials as rhetoric’s to fill the media space. If the 

poverty has spared you and the stray bullets have missed, you are lucky to start afresh. 

We Karachites do not have a memory problem, as many suggest because we return 

back to our normal lives once a semblance of normalcy returns. The scars are deep but 

below the surface. Mostly we are helpless without options, caught between devil and 

the deep blue sea. Life is an ordeal but it must go on. 

But then even sadder is the plight of millions of ordinary Pakistani citizens who have 

been displaced and devastated by the recent floods. The death and misery is 

unprecedented. This is perhaps the biggest human tragedy in the history of the country, 

with incalculable losses. What bad luck for Pakistan. And as expected the government 

machinery was unprepared. Each day the governance sinks to yet another scale of 

ineptness. Each new day newspapers bring in more bad news. I shudder to think that 

God is sending us signs that it’s time to mend our ways; enough with the orgy of 

corruption and crime which a lot us we all so proudly practice.  

Recently some of the dignitaries in England refused to meet our President as he was 

there on an uninvited/personal tour as this was exactly in the middle of unprecedented 

catastrophes at home. The upper part of the country had drowned in the floods and the 

southern part of the country was burning in mayhem and murder. Even our compliant 

PM who was present, as reported in the press, was busier with by-election canvassing 

and his attire. He had to be prompted to a fake tour of the affected areas. Well-come to 

the ‘Democracy of the people, by the people, for the people’. 



But why moan a day or two of bad luck for a nation trying to survive; a well documented 

record of the last two years disasters can make anybody weep. The diary of a single 

year’s event suggests that it was the worst year but the preceding year almost always 

breaks the previous record.  

We have gone through the worst national crises and bloodshed in the history of 
our country; With the so called ‘War on Terror’ we have seen the worst suicide 
bombings within the country. The western establishment has succeeded in turning our 
region into a battleground, making us fight our own people. This is a punishment for 
gaining nuclear power. It appears that a plan is to destabilize us completely. My praises 
for Iran who refused to become a client state in this changing uni-polar world. 
We are experiencing the worst provincial crises; With open rejection of the national 
flag and the national anthem in the province, the Balochistan’s secessionists have 
grown to become a full blown movement; Each day brings in more and more news of 
cold blooded murders of ordinary citizens and settlers by local ‘liberators’, with no 
solution in sight. A large population has already moved to safer cities and resettled, left 
their lifesavings. Many stories go unreported. What a gross human tragedy. 
We have seen the worst target killings in Karachi; the daily dose of bloodshed / 
killings continues as if the government does not exist. Residents have sleepless nights 
with gun battles in the neighborhoods. Is this not anarchy? When the writ of the 
government has completely vanished and gangsters, militant wings of political parties 
continue as they wish. 
We have seen the worst crime rise and Kidnappings in the country; when the 
department of Justice and the Law enforcement agencies function at their lowest the 
criminals have a field day. Each one of us has a horrid tale to tell and there is no 
respite, no recourse. Each one of us is either directly affected or a witness to some gory 
crime which needs no elaboration. The less said above the police the better. 
We have seen the worst business climate in the country; the rising crime graph, the 
unpredictability of the socio-political and economic situation and the lack of solutions in 
sight have scared off all the investors, big or small. Every one you meet, there is a talk 
of a darkest recession the country has ever faced. With the worst crime rate and worst 
business climate, a lot of people opt to migrate to a safer country, aggravating further 
the poor image of the country. 
We have seen the worst energy crises in the country; It is ironic that he most 
essential of all commodities the government is unable to provide. Though the issues 
have been politicized but the ‘circular debt’ fiasco exposed the big defaulters like the 
government departments itself. Lack of electrical energy kills business, commerce, 
especially the small and medium industry besides ruining the night rest of the entire 
population. 
We have seen the worst inflation and price hike of the essentials; with rampant 
corruption and lack of mechanism to check the prices of essentials (and other 
commodities), the ‘middlemen’ and evil cartels have once again struck. It appears that 
the idea is to completely crush the poor masses who now cannot afford even the basics. 
Sugar, which was available for Rs.36 per K reached as much as Rs.86 and even higher. 
The inflation has touched double digits with no income increment in sight.  



We have seen the worst Institutional failures in the history; The national railways, 
airline and steel mills declaring losses in billions besides many other important 
Industries gone sick is only an indication of a major rot in the systems. Many national 
Institutions are on a life support systems in the form of subsidies by the national 
exchequer.   
We have seen the worst national shame in shape of fraudulent parliamentarians; 
These are our Leaders who have cheated to get into the Parliaments with fake degrees. 
The irony is that this episode is being highlighted across the media to add more shame. 
Can we then expect better from our so called leaders.  
We have seen the worst air plane crash; The reason of this tragic accident are not 
known but what a human tragedy and what bad luck. 
We have seen the worst floods of the country; A Natural fury which could have been 
curtailed and contained had there been any preparedness in the relevant departments. 
The scale of this calamity is swelling in proportion by the day. The true Human cost and 
economic cost will be known after some time. Lord have mercy on us. 
 
This is only a small generalized list of perhaps more complicated and bigger 
phenomena which we the ordinary citizens are unable to comprehend. But to be fair, it’s 
not right to blame a single regime for such a terrible mess the country in is, as it is a 
collective failure of all the incumbent governments and the leaders who managed to 
grab the power since the birth of Pakistan but were unable to reform and build. The 
systems have been defiled so as to keep the parasite leadership in perpetual loot and 
plunder mode. It’s the rotten system that bring in the leaders which needs reform. 
The most heart breaking part is that Pakistan is a most beautiful country, it is extremely 
rich in natural resources, and it has a very hard working and talented Human resource. 
It has everything, the very ingredients that one needs for a front line nation/state of the 
world except for the leaders who have continuously failed its people. Alas, these are 
dark times for the country and the one of thing that will sustain it is that each one of us 
should strive do the right thing.  
 
Hope begins in the dark, the stubborn hope that if you just show up and try to do the 
right thing, the dawn will come ~Anne Lamott 
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